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Description
ALD skinny film deposition technique utilizes extremely reactive 

precursor chemicals, every containing totally different parts of the 
fabric being deposited, by introducing every precursor chemical 
severally into the reaction zone. During this manner uncontrolled gas-
phase reactions area unit prevented, and film growth takes place 
through controlled and self-saturating surface reactions. This film 
growth mechanism ends up in extraordinarily conformal and uniform 
material layers. Additionally, film growth is sort of insensitive to 
method parameters aside from alternative of the precursor chemicals 
and method temperature. Many skinny film deposition techniques area 
unit similar temperament to satisfy the wants of extremely adjusted 
skinny film growth. Basic needs area unit that the films area unit 
sufficiently skinny for reaching the required field strength and dense 
so as to avoid electrical short circuiting.

Molecular Beam Growing
This technique permits the expansion of atomically sleek and 

epitaxial skinny films, however needs pricey instrumentality. It 
operates at terribly low pressures. The targets area unit heated and 
elegant. The ensuing molecular beam is then deposited on the heated 
substrate. This vacuum-based technique permits the expansion of 
monolayers through chemical vapor deposition. The reaction chamber 
is stuffed with a precursor that forms a monolayer on the substrate. 
The chamber is later on exhausted and within the next step this 
precursor reacts with another chemical, typically water. When the 
reaction a monolayer of the target material remains on the wafer. This 
step may be continual with another material, permitting the fabrication 
of multilayered skinny films. The foremost wide used strategies area 
unit PLD and sputtering compared with the opposite strategies 
operational with cheap and wide out there instrumentality. Different 
techniques for CIGS thin-film deposition embody close-spaced vapor 
transport mistreatment iodine as a transport agent. This is often a low-
priced technique capable of deposition on large-area substrates. Solid 
CIGS powder is applied on a substrate and placed in a very vertical 
tube reactor containing solid iodine. The tube is then heated, inflicting 
iodine to vaporize and react with the powder, forming metal halide 
gases and matter atomic number gases. The gases then react with the

metal iodides on the substrate surface, cathartic iodine. This ends up in
the required CIGS film that's shaped on the substrate surface.

Atomic Nanofabrication
By mistreatment optical maser manipulation techniques, we've

made a metal beam with sub-thermal velocity; atoms of the beam have
then been deposited onto plumbago substrates. Analyses of the
samples, applied in vacuum by tunneling research, demonstrate that, at
reduced surface coverage rates, isolated atom-sized structures area unit
shaped on the substrate. Results area unit of interest for the event of
associate degree atomic nanofabrication approach exploitable
conjointly with soft materials. Soft lithography includes a gaggle of
strategies of micro and nanofabrication and has distinct blessings and
limitations. Common to any or all soft planography approaches to
nanofabrication area unit their low price and ease, and pertinence to
soft materials and weird type factors. Soft lithography is distinct from
standard types of fabrication in this it's supported physical contact and
its resolution is, in theory, restricted by the van der Waals radius. In
reality, the sizes of the tiniest options available area unit set by a range
of things. The snap of the stamp, that affords it the power to evolve to
nonplanar or compliant substrates, conjointly has the impact of
inducement long range distortions within the patterns that area unit
transferred. The importance of those distortions depends on the
appliance.

Soft Lithographic
Soft planography printing and molding area unit like lithography, in

this they are doing not generate nanoscale info American state novo.
Rather, stamps and molds replicate patterns created by geography
templates, that area unit typically created mistreatment standard
lithography. Stamps and molds in soft lithography, thus, play the roles
masks in lithography. The exceptions area unit phase-shifting optical
lithography and nanoskiving, wherever the lateral options of the
transferred patterns area unit determined by the nulls in optical
intensity round the perimeters of relief options and therefore the
thicknesses of deposited skinny films, severally. For these ‘edge
lithographic’ techniques, nanoscale info is generated American state
novo throughout the method of replication, and so they will be treated
as techniques for synchronous mastering and replication.

Soft lithography may be viewed as a complementary extension of
lithography. Customary lithography was developed for semiconductors
utilized in the electronics business. Lithography is inherently well
custom-made to method photoresists. Soft lithography extends the
chances of standard lithography. The term “soft” is expounded to a
large vary of elastomeric materials, automatically soft materials. In
contrast to lithography, soft lithography wills method soft materials, as
an example, polymers, gels, and organic monolayers. PDMS has been
the foremost wide used material for applications of sentimental
lithography due to its helpful properties, as well as low price,
biocompatibility, low toxicity, chemical immobility, versatile surface
chemistry also as mechanical flexibility and sturdiness. Because of its
simple use and quick fabrication method, PDMS and soft lithography
are wide accepted by several researchers at the moment.

Soft lithography was accustomed pattern and aligns PAs nanofibers
incorporated polymerizable aliphatic compound teams within the
hydrophobic phase of PAs. With this, they might micropattern
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nanofiber gels. PAs containing the cell adhesive epitope arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid-serine were allowed to self-assemble at intervals
microfabricated molds to form networks of either haphazardly
adjusted or aligned thirty nm diameter nanofiber bundles that were
formed into geographics patterns containing holes, posts, or channels
up to eight millimetre tall and right down to five millimetre in lateral
dimensions. Once geographics patterns that were contained in
nanofibers aligned through flow before gelation, the bulk of human
mesenchymal stem cells aligned within the direction of the nanofibers.
Even within the presence of microtextures, quite a 3rd a part of cells
maintained this alignment once encountering perpendicular channel
microtextures. Apparently, in geographics patterns with haphazardly

adjusted nanofibers, osteoblastic differentiation of human
mesenchymal stem cells was increased on microtextures compared to
any or all different surfaces. Inkjet printing, gift in households and
most offices, could be a common technique for transferring digital
knowledge to paper or transparencies. The aromatic dipeptides, FF,
will type each spherical and cannular structure. These structures were
used as bio-ink to be expeditiously banded on surfaces via a desktop
inkjet printer. As mentioned on top of, a range of cells may be
encapsulated into the amide colloidal gel. Therefore, in theory, cell-
containing amide hydrogels may be banded on the surface either by
soft lithography or inject printing.
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